
In the third quarter, capital markets  
contended with the prolonged COVID-19 
pandemic, weakening or ambiguous  
economic data, global turmoil related  
to events in Afghanistan, China and 
other regions, US politics, the Federal 
Reserve, inflation, interest rates, and 
extreme weather systems. That is a lot! 
In these uncertain times, it’s very hard 
to track all the moving parts and even 
harder to stay above the short-term  
fray to focus on the big picture. 

There are two important takeaways  
from this past quarter. We must be  
prepared for noise in the capital markets  
as governments, companies and  
individuals work to find their footing 
in the wake of the pandemic and the 
unprecedented responses to it. But no 
matter how noisy it gets, precedent  
supports a belief in the resiliency of the  
US economy, continued participation in 
the capital markets, and adherence to 
sound, long term investment policy. 
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DESPITE THE NOISE, WE CONTINUE TO TRUST IN AMERICA’S RESILIENCE

KEY TAKEAWAYS
n     We must be prepared for noise in the capital markets as governments, companies and 

individuals work to find their footing in the wake of the pandemic.

n     Healthy corporate earnings and flat price-to-earnings ratios are a foundation for robust 
markets and GDP growth rolling into next year.

n     A post-pandemic environment with reasonably low interest rates, a normalized supply 
chain and consumers who are in a very good financial position could provide a very 
favorable environment for a continuation of the economic and investment trends of 
the past few months.  
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Moving into 2022, 
there is a case to  
be made for a post- 
pandemic environment 
with reasonably  
low interest rates,  
a normalized supply  
chain, and consumers 
who are in a very good  
financial position.

“
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Growth, Inflation and Stagflation Concerns Unsettle Markets 

During the summer, forecasters repeatedly lowered estimates for 
US economic growth as the spread of the COVID-19 Delta variant 
delayed economic recovery. The June consensus forecast for the third 
quarter was a bit over 7%. Over the course of the summer, consensus 
fell to about 3.2% and the forecast from the Atlanta Fed model was 
0.5% as of mid-October. 

Meanwhile, inflation grabbed headlines as the Consumer Price Index 
(CPI) showed the largest year-over-year increase since the 1970s. 
(See Chart A: Consumer Price Index.) Higher energy prices are a 
key part of the inflation story. The mismatch between recovering 
demand and available supply, compounded by supply chain disruptions,  
is also adding pressure, as are labor shortages. Who hasn’t seen 
“help wanted” signs wherever they go? And vaccine mandates, while 
seemingly justified for public health reasons, may lead to more open 
positions. The gap between demand for workers and job acceptance 
is slowing the return to normalcy, exacerbating supply chain issues 
and inflation pressures

Though stagflation hasn’t been a serious threat since the 1970s,  
we now see frequent articles about the toxic combination of stagnant 
growth and rising inflation. Stagflation was terrible in the ‘70s, but I 
am far from convinced we have such systemic issues in the present. 
As I see it, current economic data is being evaluated in the context  
of normal times. But times are not yet normal. Economic data only 
looks likes stagflation of the past and there are reasons to believe 
data may quickly improve.

n  Growth forecasts have reversed in the early weeks of the fourth 
quarter. The Delta variant is in retreat. Aggregate COVID-19 case 
numbers are falling and although colder weather may cause an 
uptick, we appear to be past the nadir of the negative effect on 
economic activity. The rebound growth that did not materialize  
in the third quarter due to Delta is still back-end loaded. It will 
still occur and will be robust. As of the end of October, forecasts 
for fourth quarter GDP growth are about 6.6%. 

n  Whether measured by household net worth, savings or credit ratios, 
American consumers are in great shape and have the ability to 
spend money. One caveat is that empty store shelves and higher 
prices (if supply chain issues continue) may dampen confidence. 

n  Like the Fed, I believe inflation is more transitory than not and 
may improve quickly. As supply chain problems are alleviated, 
supply and demand should move into balance, reducing pressure 
on prices. As to labor shortages, some people have retired early 
and others may leave the traditional work force for unconventional 
earning opportunities, but I think most workers will come back 
as pandemic supports expire and health fears recede. 

Moving into 2022, there is a case to be made for a post-pandemic 
environment with reasonably low interest rates, a normalized supply 
chain, and consumers who are in a very good financial position. That 
would be a very favorable environment for economic activity and 
investment performance. 

Source: St. Louis Fed (FRED), 2021.

Chart A: 
Consumer Price Index: All Items Less Food and Energy
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Chart B: 
Percentage of US Firms Reporting Current Low Inventory

Source: Strategas, 2021
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Third Quarter Pause Opens Door to Future Equity Gains

Global equities, in general, took a breather in the third quarter. This 
may not be a bad thing. As we noted in our second quarter letter, 
sometimes stocks need a timeout. US equities were flat for the quarter, 
with large-cap outperforming small-cap and growth outperforming 
value. The lowering of US growth forecasts was particularly detrimental  
to small-cap and value stocks. Non-US developed markets were 
negative, while emerging markets fell about 8%.

The summer of Delta and the nagging drip of weaker economic data 
hurt consumer and investor confidence during the quarter. Supply 
chain issues and inflation concerns that perked up during the quarter 
also weighed on sentiment (See Chart B: Percentage of US Firms 
Reporting Issues Maintaining Inventory). Stocks were more volatile 
and declined in September, which some blamed on events in China. 
I believe the China situation was a catalyst for investors to act on 
existing worries about growth and inflation. 

Healthy Corporate Earnings and Flat P/E Ratios  
Bode Well for Stocks 

The S&P 500’s record of the last few years might suggest caution — 
up 15.9% year to date on the heels of a 20% return in 2020 and a 
30% return in 2019. However, forward price-to-earnings ratios have 
actually declined, something that rarely precedes the end of a bull 
market. What usually happens instead is that the economy cools and 
earnings slip but everybody keeps buying stocks. Share prices keep 
rising while earnings stay the same, causing p/e ratios to ramp up as 
the bull market falters. Even though share prices are up 16% year to 
date, earnings have risen even more, so p/e ratios are flat to down for 
the year. The earnings outlook remains healthy. Midway through the 
third quarter earnings season, it seems results will be exceptionally 
strong, just as they were in the second quarter. That’s a foundation for 
robust markets and a recovery of economic growth rolling into next year.

The next brick in the equity market’s wall of worry is the possibility 
of the $1.75 trillion social spending plan before year end. Given the 
split Senate and the uncertainty of winning additional seats in the 
mid-term elections, Democrats will probably fight this battle during 
the current Congressional term. 

Proposals call for massive spending and tax increases. If proposed 
tax increases mount, markets may be spooked. And since spending 
will be metered out over 10 years, it won’t provide an immediate 
boost to GDP as early pandemic spending did. This is something the 
market will be watching.

That said, in the final weeks of the third quarter and the start of the 
fourth quarter, markets returned to a more speculative mode as 
bitcoin — a barometer of market speculation — rose from 32000 to 
65000. Capital markets followed that trend and equity indexes are 
now at record levels. Based on the expectation that the economic  
growth scare is behind us, US equities could see decent action 
through the end of the year.

Based on the  
expectation that 
the economic
growth scare  
is behind us,  
US equities could  
see decent action
through the fall.

Source: St. Louis Fed (FRED), 2021.

Chart A: 
Consumer Price Index: All Items Less Food and Energy
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Chart B: 
Percentage of US Firms Reporting Current Low Inventory

Source: Strategas, 2021
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FAANG is the New Defensive Haven 

We spend a great deal of time comparing performance of the market- 
cap weighted index and that of the average stock to gain insight into 
the markets. In the first quarter —  before the Delta variant took hold —   
cyclical, value-oriented stocks and small-cap stocks performed well 
and the average stock did as well or better than the market-cap 
weighted index. Over the summer, as Delta pushed economic growth 
later into the year, more core “pandemic” stocks —  particularly big 
technology names —  did better. In a strange phenomenon, fear now 
drives people to FAANG (an acronym for Facebook, Apple, Amazon, 
Netflix and Google). For those of us who remember when defensive 
meant banks and utilities, this seems preposterous. If there is an area 
of the market exhibiting excesses in valuation, it is these stocks and  
I would expect them to struggle if the market senses Fed reaction to 
higher interest rates.

China and Brazil Lead Emerging Markets Lower

Emerging markets had quite a challenging quarter, mainly due to Brazil 
and China. The strong US dollar was another notable headwind. The 
way the US dollar is standing up to profligate US monetary and fiscal 
stimulus is amazing and a significant constraint on emerging markets. 

Brazil and China account for a significant portion of the emerging markets 
index and neither performed well. Brazil faces a pretty substantial 
reset, with a probable change of national leadership, accompanied 
by economic cooling. China suffered from concerns about increasing 
regulations, an uncertain growth outlook, and the anticipated default 
of financially troubled property developer China Evergrande.

I believe the amount of control China’s government has over its capital 
markets is often underestimated. In the past, the government has 
singled out individual companies, such as Evergrande, for public 
punishment to curb similar companies. The typical pattern: China takes 
action and oversteps, international capital withdraws, China waves 
the green flag, and the international investment spigot turns back on. 

The debate now is whether China’s issues are more systemic because 
of demographic challenges, overbuilding, and restrictive policies as 
President Xi pulls back some free market initiatives of the last five years. 
While it is a difficult call right now, I believe demographic data and risks 
to China’s real estate sector are probably not as draconian as some 
critics believe and will improve when Xi feels his message is received. 

More concerning to me is China’s association with its business 
partners and neighbors, as evidenced by a fraught relationship with 
Australia, more overt military action around Taiwan, and testing of a 
hypersonic missile that could evade western missile defense systems. 

If China’s internal fortunes worsen, the government may become more 
geopolitically and militarily active, which would hurt Chinese stocks 
and, by extension, emerging market equities. The situation could be 
temporarily volatile, but I think China’s government will find ways to 
be more open and inviting to outside capital for the next year or two. 

US Dollar Strength Remains an Obstacle for Non-US Stocks

The US dollar has been a significant driver of US equity gains and as 
long as the dollar is strong, it’s unlikely non-US equities will outperform.  
Our math has indicated for some time that the US dollar should 
weaken. It hasn’t and probably won’t as long as central banks don’t 
prioritize equilibrium between income and spending. The dollar may 
weaken if inflation rises uncontrollably or the Fed reverses course. 
Regardless, international stocks still represent value versus US stocks, 
and I believe that disparity will have to work its way through the 
markets, which supports continued international exposure. 
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The Fed Still Commands Attention

There is a great deal happening at the Fed, both policy-wise and 
behind the scenes. Capital markets will be watching closely and will 
continue to anticipate the Fed’s response to inflation news and any 
shift in its accommodative monetary policy. 

n  Inflation. The Fed believes inflation is more transitory than not. 
But transitory, which used to mean two or three months for the 
Fed, may now mean two or three years. How will consumers react 
to paying higher prices for that long? And, if supply shortages 
and tight labor markets persist, inflation will certainly be stickier. 
The Fed wants to be prepared and has moved up the timeline 
for tapering its bond purchases from late 2022/early 2023 to as 
soon as December 2021. 

n  Politics. Established as an apolitical institution, the Fed has 
historically stayed somewhat above partisan politics, seeking 
to understand the economy and tap the brakes or accelerator 
as needed. While the Fed’s role is best served by a diversity of 
philosophies and disregard of political affinities, politics has crept 
in more of late. An example would be recent Fed position papers 
positing a restriction of bank credit to oil and gas drillers. The 
Fed’s job is difficult enough when it remains apolitical and I hope  
it maintains that posture under future leadership.  

n  Integrity and possible regime change. Two Fed governors have 
resigned and Fed Chair Jerome Powell has been called out for 
purportedly trading personal investments around Fed decisions. 
This issue and other political trouble have led some to believe 
that President Biden will replace him as Fed chair. It seems unlikely 
that Fed’s policies will change markedly, as other candidates  
for Fed chair may differ from Powell in their politics but are 
likely to leave the accommodative monetary policy he ascribed 
to unchanged.

Maintain a Long-term Perspective and Trust in  
America’s Resilience

Sentiment over the past few weeks has been negative, with considerable 
focus on stagflation and a possible inflationary spiral. Not surprisingly, 
if you know me, I think there’s a good possibility we have passed the peak 
of those fears and sentiment will improve for the balance of the year. 

Many periods of history have been more dire than our current situation, 
even in light of the daily political soap opera. The economic and  
political uncertainty against the backdrop and aftermath of World 
War II was profound. In the 1970s, the global macroeconomic picture 
was unstable and multiple countries had ICBMs pointed at each 
other. The world of the next five years may be more multi-lateral, and  
geopolitics may insert itself into economics more frequently than 
it has during the last 15 years, but that certainly does not mean 
everything goes to ruin.

I have pointed out before that people generally tend to amplify the 
variables that could go wrong. I find it much more productive to 
think about how things could go right. The amazing resilience of 
this country, our political system, how we do business, and the dual 
power of American determination and ingenuity justify my optimism. 
COVID-19 has underscored just how resilient the American financial 
system is. As the post-COVID recovery settles in, I am confident 
America can create and achieve things that astound the world, all the 
while rewarding long-term investors with the patience and discipline 
to stay the course. 

This publication is prepared by Pitcairn for the exclusive use of its clients. The information provided should not be construed as imparting legal, tax, or financial 
advice on any specific matter. 


